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Abstract 

Damping rings with very short dampirlg times and 

small normalized emittances at equilibrium are required 

to deliver bunches at a high rate (kHz) to high-lumin- 

osity linear colliders. In conventional rings, strong 

damping can only be provided by ralslng the energy at 

the erpense of an increase of the equilibrium emittances 

or by a large number of wigglers at the expense of the 

dynamic acceptance. After derivation of a cell op’clmized 

for small equilrbrium emlttance, a compact lattice based 

on combined function magnets and reverse bends providing 

addltlonai damping has been developed. Parameters of a 

small circumference ring working at a reasonable energy 

and ‘ulfilllng the CLIC requirements are presented with 

particular emphasis on aynamic acceptance, 

Introduction 

The CERN Linear Collider ICLIC)Ill is based on 

collision at the energy of 1 TeV/c of electron and posi- 

tron beams composed by a train of 1 to 10 bunches with 

5.1D3 part./bunch and very small normalrzed emittances 

I&%* = 3.10-G radm and cy* = 1.10e6 radm) at a repeti- 

tlon rate Of f, = 1.69 kHz. 

Such small emittances Will POS s ably be 

reached for electron beams generated with high bright- 

ness guns presently in development but impossible to get 

with positron sources usually yielding emittances three 

orders of magnitude larger. Therefore a Damping Ring Fa- 

cility will be necessary at least for the positron beam. 

Two proposals have recently been made which 

demonstrate that a slclgle ring at a reasonable energy 
(E = 2 to 4 GeV) could provlcia the main beam parameters: 

a fi km circumference ring built with FODO cells [23 or a 
more compact ring derived from an optlmlsed Chasman 

Green lattice [31. They are both based on the extensive 

use of wigglers I- 200 ml with possible adverse effects 

still to be studied. 

After a review of the basic requirements of the 

Dampirlg Ring, a compact cell optimlsed for small emit - 

tarlces 1s developed. Then alternating bending magnets 

are introduced in the basic lattice to improve the damp- 

1n9. The main parameters of a ring based on each cell 

are then derived, provldlng beam characterlstxcs at low 
intensity which fulfill the requirements wltholit any 

wlgglar. They are sumnarised in Table 1. 

Rearlirements Basic 

One train of 1 to 10 bunches is successively in- 

Iected and extracted at the linac repetition frequency, 

f,, but a number, k, of trains is simultaneously circu- 

latlng and damped in the Damping Ring in order to leave 

a larger time for damping T = k/f,. 

The ring circumference, C, 1s chosen to house the k 

trains leaving a time separation between trains Just 

enough for the 1nJectlOn and extraction kickers rise and 

fall times (~~125 nsec). The transverse damping times 

ii X’Y 
< T/5) have to be short enough that the beam emit- 

tancr at extraction is not larger than the equilibrium 

beam emlltance by more than 10X. in these conditions: 

TX *y /C 5 16 psec/m 

The CLIC beam dimensions at the interaction 

point are based on: 

- an uncouoled normalized equlllbrlum [ll 
* * 

cc q 5, c + C J~/J,)E~*~ = 4.1O-6 radm 

Fig. 1: 

1 10 r&J 

Emittance blow-up versus ratio of optics func- 

tions to thex- optimum values in the middle of 

the bending magnet (a,=O, D’,=O) 

where J, and 3, are the transverse damping partition 
numbers. 
- a bunch length of aL=200um 
tudinal emlttance C21 of 

which implies a longi- 

EL = OL apjp < ‘c 4.10e6m 

Finally the frequency of the Damping Ring R.F. 

cavity imposed by the bunch distance ln the train, 1s 
unusually high (F = 3 Gtiz). The design of such a ring 1s 
Specially tricky for mainly two reasons: 1) the contra- 
dictory requirement of small emittances. and short 
damping times, ii) the high density in both transverse 
and longitudinal planes of the equilibrium beam leading 

to significant collective effects. 

Optimum lattice for small equillbrlum 

transverse emittance 

The transverse beam emittance at equilibrium of 

a ring working at an energy E and composed of bending 
magnets of length, 1, and bending angle, 0. can be ex- 

pressed as a function of the optics parameters in the 
middle Of the bending magnets, a. B, Y, D, D after In- 

tegration of the synchrotron integral in the approxima- 
tion of small bending angle [4]: 

ED* q 
2,BB ,oeso E YD’ * 2 a DD’ + PD” 

JX [ 1 

aD - (-..-.22) 0 
12 

+ (& * z 10’ 1 
This expression is minimum for : 

a In = 0 D’, = 0 

lim ,A 1 
= 0.129 % 0 =- 

1 -fill f--s 1 = 24 

(3’ E3 
and becomes: Earn” = 6.198 lo-” - 

Jx 
consequence, the equilibrium emittance is 

mlnlmum if the optics and dispersion functions go both 
through a minimum in the middle of the bending magnets 

whith optimum values B, and 0, (Fig. 1). 

The simplest compact lattice which fulfills 
these conditions 1s composed of a combined function 
bending magnet horizontally defocusing, surrounded by 
two half F quadrupoles. (Fig. 2). Moreover, the defocus- 

In9 quadrupole included in the bending magnet contrlbu- 
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tes to increase the damping partition number J, through 

the synchrotron integral 14. As a consequence the equi- 

librium emittance and horizontal damping txne are 
further reduced. For the sake of flexibility, two small 

correcting D quadrupoles are added at each side of the 

bending magnet m order to adjust 

verse tunes and damping partition 

vJith the bending magnet the 

strength. 

independently trans- 

numbers by sharing 

defocusing gradlent 

r-l 
l-l 

f/2Q~ 

00 02 0.4 06 08 10 12 
s Cm) 

Fig. 2: Optics functions and particle tracking for a 
rmg of 250 cells based on the optimum etnittance 

lattice: 

(al cx = 10 pradm (b) E, = 40 pradm 
ICI Ey = 10 pram (dl cy = 40 praciin 

The energy of the ring IE = 3 GeV) is chosen in 

order to fulfill the damping time requirements 

4.74 10” 2.52 10’4 
for i = x,y LA= 

C J, I2 E3 = J, B E’ 
< 16 usec/m 

with the magnetic field in the cwnblned functions 
bending magnets 6 = 1.6T at the limit of saturation. 

,mrad 
\ f=3GeV 6=7 6T 

m-b- 

70”. 

IO-* : 
32 64 128 256 

cells 
-ir 

512 

Fig. 3: Normalized equilxbrium emittance versus number 

,of cells for different cell phase advances as 

compared to the mlnimum equilibrium emittance 

The Table 1 gives a consistent set of parameters 

for a 300 m circumference ring based on 250 optimised 
cells with a low 60’ horizontal phase advance per cell. 

(Fig. 3). All the required beam characteristics are ful- 

filled. 

The exchange of damping partition number between 

horizontal and longitudinal planes J, = 2, JE = 1 has a 

double benefit: it strengthens the horizontal dampAng 

leading to smaller equilibrium beam emittance and hori- 

zontal damping time constant, and it reduces the longi- 

tudlnal damping making the equilibrium bunch length 

longer and therefore the beam more stable. 

At this relatively high energy, the intrabeam 

scattering constants are much higher than the damping 

t1m constants making negligeable the corresponding 

emlttance blow-up at the nominal charge per bunch. 

The low phase advance per cell induces small 

chromatlcities which can easily be compensated by 

reasonable sextupole strengths. As a consequence, the 

dynamic acceptance estimated by tracking particles with 

the program MAD reaches values A > 40 pradn (fig. 2) 

much larger than the necessary physical acceptance for 

posltron injection fEI = 1.5 pram). 

Reverse Bendinq Maqnet Lattice 

The introduction of a reverse bending magnet at 

the place of the F quadrupole in the above lattice 

(Fig. 4) lrrproves the small emittance performance 

and increases the damping. 

Fig. 4: Schematic layout of the reverse bending magnet 

lattice 

Fig. 5: 

s(m) 
. 

Optics functions and particle tracking for a 

ring of 170 cells based on reverse bending 

magnet lattice 

la1 Ed = 10 ura&n (bl E, = 40 Rmradm 

(C) Ey = 10 w-adm Id) cy = 40 pradm 

The absolute value of the dispersion function, 

D is 

f&ting 

reduced all along the cell (Fig. 5) without af- 

the 8, function and therefore the transverse 

tunes and chromaticlties. As a consequence, the dlsper- 

SlO” function in the bending magnet is closer to the 

optimum (Fig. 1) and the emittance can be reduced by up 
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to one order of magnitude (Fig. 6aI. Moreover, the emit- 
tance blowup by intra-beam scattering is minimized as 
inferred fron- the approximation C51 of its heating tune 
constant: 

1 
- “- 

1.9 

‘IBS K *a 
Ex EL 

where K 1s the tranverse coupling and < > is the mean 
value all along the cell. 

The integrated magnetic field per cell and 
therefore the second synchrotron Integral I2 are lrl- 
creased thus reducing by the same amount both the equll- 
ibrium emittance and the ratio of the damping time con- 
stant, T, to the circumference, C (Fig. 61. 

k 
*Q 
F” 

/nvertedde~di~gmagnef lattice 
B-XT f =3Gev h’ Phase advance = 60” 

c 
I D 
o- V Phase udvunce = 40 o 250 cells ot 1. 2m lengfh 

0 0.2 04 06 0.8 lb 0 01 02 03 04 0s.. 

Fig. 6: Variation of the main optics parameters with the 
deflection ratio of reverse OF to normal 9B bending 
magnet: La) 0, = cste (b) (3,,,,= OF + GB = cste 

As an alternative. keeping the damping constants 

unchanged, the working energy can be reduced to E =2 GeV 
1 eading to a further reduction of the equilibrium emit- 
tance. For the same emittance, the number of Cells and 
the rlw circumference can be substantially reduced. 

A consistent set of parameters for a ring based 
on the alternated bending magnet lattice and fulfilling 
ali design characterlstlcs is presented on Table 1. 

The relatively low horizontal phase advance, 

px = 60S, 1s identical to the previous lattice leading 
to small chromaticities. But because of the reduced 
dispersion function, the sextupole strengths necessary 
for chromaticlty compensation are sensibly larger. In 
spite of a large coupling between transverse planes, the 
dynamic acceptance (Fig. 5) 1s still comfortable. 

In fact the only adverse effect of the alternat- 
ed bend;ng magnet is a reduction of the mOfWntUm compac- 
tion factor and therefore of the instability threshold. 

Conclusion 

Two c.onsistent sets of parameters for damplng 
rings which comply with the requested performance for 
CLIC without a rl y wigglers have been worked out. They 

both have small circumferences (200 to 300 m) and are 
workclng at low energy (E = 2 to 3 GeV). They are based 
on two new cells specially developed: namely a compact 
lattice optimized for small equlllbrlum emittance and a 
cell equipped with reverse bending magnets to improve 
damping. It 1s a combination of a wiggler lattice 161 
develoced earlier for the same purpose and a compact 
cell recently proposed 171 for small emittance and large 
dynamic acceptance. The very small dispersion function 

all along the cell makes negligible the blow-up induced 
by intrabeam scattering. The performance of these cells 
could possibly be pushed up by stronger phase advances 
or larger deflections of alternating bending magnets but 
needs to be carefully investigated. 

This study is far from a final proposal as dis- 
persion-free straight sections have still to be inserted 
for injection and extraction devices, possibly wigglers, 
RF cavities and instrumentation. Moreover, collective 
effects have still to be studied with possible beam in- 
tensity limitations and performance deterioriation. 
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Table 1 : Tentative sets of parameters for the 
CLIC Damping Ring Design 

Parameters Symbol llnlts Optimised Cell with 
cell for altern. 

low EB bending 
magnets 

i3.Lm 

Energy E GeV/c 3.0 2.0 

Circumference C m 300 204 

No of bunches k 40 27 

Charge per bunch NL, 1 09e, 5 5 

Number of cells - 250 170 

Transverse tunes v,.vy - 41.2;27.9 28.2: 18.9 

Chromatlclt.kes <,.<, - -l.O;-1.25 -l.O:-1.29 

Momentum compac- up 10-4 3.89 1.28 
tion factor 

Damping par- J,,JE - 1.93.1.07 1.9’. 1.09 
titian number 

Dawing time TX 0 Ty mset 2.7, 5.2 1.8. 3.4 

constant 

Circul.tlme Tx ,Ty msec 23.7 16.0 

per bunch 

Energy loss/turn UB MV 1.14 0.79 

RF voltage “RF MV 10 2 

RF frequency FRF “Hz 3000 3000 

Dynamic accept. A 10e6radm > LO > LO 

Eouilibrlum Beam Parameters 

Normalised ?I* 1 O- Eradm 2.90 1.95 
trans. emitt. 

Longit. emitt. EL w 1.47 0.87 
Bunch length oL Inn 1.05 0.76 
Momentum spread as/E 10-J 1.40 1 .l& 

btrabeam Scatterlnq Growlnq Time Constants 

Hox lzontal TxIBS msec 134.9 177 

Vertical 7x1 ES set -1419 - 43.7 

Longitudinal TEIBS msec 212 9.2 
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